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The Pacific International Live Stock Expo-
sition held last year in the new $300,000 Pa-villi- on

at North Portland opened the eye
of the people to the magnitude and impor-
tance of the Live Stock Industry in the
Northwest. This huge arena and pavillion

a plan of which is shown at the left is

probably the largest building used for Live
Stock exhibition purposes in the United
States.
In it are housed the Implement and Mach-

inery exhibit; the Beef pavillion; the Dairy
exhibit; Poultry exhibit; Sheep pavillion;

i Horse pavillion; Swine pavillion; and last
but not least the gigantic show stadium.
This stadium is the place where the horse
shows, judging competitions, etc., are held.
The arena itself is 100 feet wide by 200 feet

long and the stadium which surrounds it
has a seating capacity of 7,000 persons.
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Horse Shows Including Special Prizes for Special Unique
Events are Highly Interesting.

1SHOWS take place in the huge stadium each
HORSEand evening during the week... A change of program

takes effect every day and there is something doing every
minute of the time. One of the most popular and main events

is the two, four, and six-in-ha- heavy draft horses. This event

alone is worth coming a long distance to witness. Each horse)

must weigh 1500 pounds or over and they are judged for suit-

ability for draft purposes.
There are also prizes for the best lady rider both cross and side

saddles. Another popular event is the Roadsters in pairs. Horses
.

to be shown before a suitable vehicle. There is also high jump-

ing and rancing, in fact, every conceivable contest in which a

high spirited, high bred horse can be shown. There are a great

number of other exciting events in the Horse Shows beside the

judging of exhibits which are too numerous to mention here.

These entertainments are put up in a way that will command

your undivided attention every moment of the time.

Come to the Pacific International Live Stock Exposition Nov-

ember 5th to 12th inclusive and bring your family. We promise

you the most enjoyable time of your life.
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